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Abstract—To address the explosively growing demand for
mobile traffic, wireless device-to-device (D2D) networks have
been introduced, where caching at user devices can be exploited
to alleviate the burden on base stations. In this paper, we consider
joint caching and transmission of scalable video coding (SVC)
streaming over wireless D2D networks. We formulate a joint
caching and transmission problem using integer linear program-
ming to minimize the average download time for user, and prove
that finding the optimal solution is NP-hard. A heuristic solution
is proposed based on a two-phase sub-optimization problem
focusing on caching and transmission decisions, which is solved
by using relaxed linear programming. Simulation results show
that the proposed scheme can significantly reduce the average
download time in comparison with existing caching strategies.

Index Terms—Device-to-device network, scalable video stream-
ing, caching, transmission schedule

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless data consumption has been growing at exponential

rates recently. As reported by Cisco [1], mobile data traffic

has grown 18-fold over the past five years, and over 78% of

the mobile data traffic will be video by 2021. The rapidly

growing video streaming traffic has created significant chal-

lenges in cellular networks due to the limited capacity of the

backhaul links and the scarce radio resources. For example,

if a requested video is retrieved from a remote video server,

user experience will decrease greatly due to congestion and

the increased latency. The increasing video demand requires

efficient techniques to achieve the desired user quality of

experience (QoE). A variety of solutions have been proposed,

such as increased spectral efficiency [2], femto-caching [3],

device-to-device caching [4], [5], etc.

Recently, wireless caching has attracted a lot of attentions

for the advantages of fast response and it does not rely on

the backhaul heavily [6], [7]. Different from the commonly

considered femto-caching, a device-to-device caching network,

as shown in Fig. 1, allows caching at user devices. Therefore,

the caching capacity grows with the number of devices,

and users can directly acquire requested data from nearby

caching devices via D2D links. Recently, several studies on

cache placement policies over wireless caching networks were

conducted [8]–[10]. A novel proactive caching algorithm based

on the online learning of content popularity was proposed in

[8]. The work in [9] proposed optimal cache placement to

maximize the successful offloading probability in a cache-

enabled wireless heterogeneous network. The work in [10]

studied the cache placement in multiple-level hierarchical

caching networks to reduce the server load by serving as many

requests as possible. However, the above work did not consider

the quality of experience (QoE) of mobile video caching,

which has layered structures.

Fig. 1. System model for a cache-enabled D2D transmission.

Considering user requirements for a mobile video, it is

common that different users may have different QoE due

to different processing power and network bandwidth. This

can be addressed by using scalable video coding (SVC) [11],

where videos are encoded into a base layer and one or more

enhancement layers. The base layer contains the necessary

data for decoding and is required to watch the video, but

the enhancement layers augment the quality of the video. The

decoding of a higher enhancement layer requires the base layer

and all its lower enhancement layers of the video [12]. In other

words, the lth layer data cannot be decoded unless all the kth

layer data are available, k < l. Therefore, users can enjoy high

video quality if they download more enhancement layers, but

high-layer data are useless unless receiving lower layer data.

When considering caching SVC videos over wireless D2D

networks, the caching placement problem becomes more chal-

lenging. It is easy to see that a better QoE is obtained by

caching a video with more layers, however, more cache space

will be consumed and there will be no space for caching

other videos. Caching policies for layered encoded videos in

content delivery networks were investigated in [13]. However,

they did not consider caching at user devices and transmission

scheduling for user QoE requirements. Caching at user devices

can promote D2D communications, where nearby mobile

devices can communicate directly, and it is not necessary

to to communicate through the base station. On the other

hand, if a video is cached at a device with small transmission

capacity, it will be difficult for other users to download. When



allocating cache and transmission resources for SVC videos

over wireless D2D networks, a series of interesting problems

arise: 1) which videos should be cached, 2) which layers of

each video should be cached, and 3) how to transmit based on

the cache placement for all possible requests, so as to satisfy

QoE requirements of users. In this paper, we study a joint

caching and transmission problem for SVC videos in wireless

D2D networks, where the objective is to minimize the average

download time while satisfying the QoE requirements for all

users. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as

follows:

• We investigate joint caching and transmission scheduling

problem for SVC videos in a wireless D2D network, and

formulate the problem using integer linear programming.

• We prove that solving the joint caching and transmission

scheduling problem is NP-hard, and propose a heuristic

solution based on a two-phase sub-optimization strategy

using a relaxation of linear programming.

• Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can

achieve significant caching gains in terms of the average

download time for all users while satisfying the QoE

requirements.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

We consider a wireless D2D cache system as shown in

Fig. 1, where there is a base station that is connected to

a video server and n user devices placed uniformly in the

cell, U = {u1, u2, . . . , un}. Set N(ui) is used to denote the

neighbor set of user ui, which is the set of users that can

directly connect to ui by using a D2D link. In other words,

ui can communicate with the users in N(ui) directly using

high data rate D2D communication in a dedicated frequency

band for D2D transmission. We assume that the base station

has enough space to store the entire video content. Users will

not download all the required videos from the base station due

to the costly transmission to users. Therefore, we assume that

each user ui is equipped with a cache of capacity Ci. Each

user can download data from either the base station or other

users that are in the neighbor set. Specifically, the requested

video data can only be downloaded from the base station as

long as it cannot be served from the neighbor users. Therefore,

all user requests can be satisfied.

Suppose that the video library contains a set of V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vm} videos with cardinality m. Each user ui ∈ U
makes a request for video vj ∈ V in an independent manner

according to a given request probability mass function. The

popularity of videos can be modeled by the Zipf distribution

[14]. In the Zipf distribution, the probability of a user’s

demand for video vj is given by

fj =
1/jθ∑m

k=1 (1/k
θ)
, (1)

where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, and θ ≥ 0 is a constant that reflects the

skew of the popularity distribution. Note that different users

may request the same video, but the required quality may be

different, which is a characteristics of SVC video.

We assume that each video can be encoded with L layers,

where the data size of the lth layer of vj is denoted as ejl.
If uk does not already cache the l-th layer of vj , it will issue

a request. Different mobile users in the system may require

different videos in V , and even for the same required video,

different users may require for different qualities. Assume that

each layer of a video has equal probability of being requested,

where pkjl is the probability that user uk requests lth layer

of video vj , so that pkjl =
fj
L . We assume that r0k is the

download rate of uk from the base station, and the download

rate of uk from ui is denoted as rik, ui ∈ N(uk), rik >
r0k. It is not difficult to find that user ui cannot download

data from other users which have no connection to it. Thus,

if ui /∈ N(uk), then rik = 0. Therefore, we can obtain the

download latency of user uk downloading the lth layer of

vj from ui ∈ N(uk) and the base station as
ejl
rik

and
ejl
r0k

,

respectively. Considering about the QoE requirement of users,

if user ui require video vj with rth quality level, then all the

lth layers of video vj need to be delivered to ui, 1 ≤ l ≤ r.

Since every user cannot serve an unlimited number of requests

at the same time due to its limited upload capacity, we assume

that the upload capacity of ui is Bi, which means that the sum

download rate of the neighbor users from ui should not exceed

Bi.

In general, due to cache capacity limitations, each user

may only partially cache the data of a video, or of some

layers of the video, in detail. On the other hand, due to

transmission capacity limitations, even some users cached the

whole video data, other users may only download partial data

from the cached user. The caching placement strategy and the

transmission schedule need to be appropriately designed to sat-

isfy the different QoE requirements of users for SVC videos.

For a given wireless D2D network topology, content request

probability of users, user cache capacities and transmission

capacity, we should determine how to place the data content

of videos in the caches of users and how to schedule the data

transmissions in order, to minimize the average download time

for all users. Such a joint cache placement and transmission

schedule optimization problem for SVC videos in wireless

D2D networks is referred to as the Joint Video Caching and
Transmission (JVCT) optimization problem.

III. JOINT VIDEO CACHING AND TRANSMISSION

SCHEDULE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

In this section, we will present an integer linear program-

ming formulation of the JVCT problem and characterize its

complexity.

We define xijl as the binary caching decision variable,

which indicates whether Layer l of video vj is placed at the

cache of user ui or not, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ L. If

Layer l of vj is cached at ui, then xijl = 1, otherwise xijl = 0.

In order to minimize the average video download time for all

users, the caching decision should be determined based on

the user video requests. On the other hand, although some

data content is cached at nearby devices, if the transmission

scheduling strategy does not include theses devices, it will



be no help for decreasing the download time. Therefore, the

transmission schedule needs to be considered jointly with the

cache placement for all possible requests to minimize the

download time. To this end, we define a binary transmission

variable yjlik to indicate the transmission decision of whether

or not ui is chosen to transmit the lth layer of vj to uk. If ui

is chosen to transmit the lth layer of vj to uk, then yjlik = 1,

otherwise yjlik = 0. We also define yjlii = 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and

yjl0k is defined to indicate whether or not the base station is

chosen to transmit the lth layer of vj to uk.

Given the network topology of user devices, and estimated

video requests from all users, the JVCT problem determines

1) which video every user should cache, 2) which layer of the

video should each user cache, and 3) how to transmit each

layer of a requested video from a cached device to requesting

users. These decisions are made under the resource constraints

of the wireless D2D cache network, including limited cache

capacity and bandwidth constraints at each user device. Let

X,Y be the decision matrices of the caching decision and

transmission decisions, respectively, so that the problem of

optimal joint caching and transmission scheduling problem can

be formulated as the following integer linear programming.

min
X,Y

n∑
k=1

m∑
j=1

L∑
l=1

pkjl

(
yjl0kejl
r0k

+
n∑

i=1

yjlikejl
rik

)

s.t.
m∑
j=1

L∑
l=1

xijlejl ≤ Ci, ∀i (2)

n∑
k=1

m∑
j=1

L∑
l=1

yjlikrik ≤ Bi, ∀i (3)

yjlik ≤ xijl ∀i, j, l, ∀uk ∈ N(ui) (4)
n∑

i=0

yjlik ≤ 1, ∀k, j, l (5)

n∑
i=0

yjlik ≤
n∑

i=0

y
j(l−1)
ik , ∀j, k, 2 ≤ l ≤ L (6)

xijl ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, l (7)

yjlik ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, j, l, ∀uk ∈ N(ui). (8)

The objective is to minimize the average download time

for all users. Consider the case that user uk requests the lth
layer of video vj , so that pkjl = 1. If the request can be

satisfied by other user devices, then the download delay is∑n
i=1

yjl
ikejl
rik

. Otherwise, the request can only be satisfied by

the base station, which means that
∑n

i=1 y
jl
ik = 0 and yjl0k = 1,

so that the download delay is
ejl
r0k

.

Among the constraints of the formulation, (2), (3), and (4)

focus on resources constraints at each user device. In con-

straint (2), we ensure that the total size of the cached data at ui

should not be larger than the storage capacity Ci. In constraint

(3), we make sure that the sum of upload transmission rates

of ui cannot exceed the upload capacity. Constraint (4) means

that if a video layer is scheduled to be downloaded from ui,

then it should be first cached at ui. Constraint (5) indicates

that each video layer can be downloaded from only one user

device or base station. Constraint (6) is the layering constraint,

which guarantees that if the lth layer of video vj has been

received by the user uk, then all the tth layers of vj need

to be received by uk, t < l, which avoids receiving only

higher-layer data without lower-layer data. However, with this

integer linear programming, it is not feasible to obtain the

optimal solution of this problem in polynomial time. From

the following theorem, we obtain the result that solving the

JVCT problem is NP-hard.

Theorem 1: Solving the joint video caching and transmis-

sion (JVCT) optimization problem is NP-hard.

Proof: The methodology of this proof is that we give

a reduction from a well known NP-completeness problem

to a special case of JVCT problem with polynomial time.

According to constraint (5), yjl0k ≤ 1−∑n
k=1 y

jl
ik, the objective

function is equivalent to

min
X,Y

n∑
k=1

m∑
j=1

L∑
l=1

pkjl

[
ejl
r0k

−
n∑

i=1

yjlik

(
ejl
r0k

− ejl
rik

)]
.

We can transform the minimum download time problem to the

following maximum download time reduction problem.

max
X,Y

n∑
k=1

m∑
j=1

L∑
l=1

n∑
i=1

pkjly
jl
ik

(
ejl
r0k

− ejl
rik

)
.

The maximum optimization problem still seems to be com-

plicated since it has two types of variables, xijl and yjlik,

and too many constraints. Consider a special case of the

JVCT problem that there is only one video (m = 1) and

only one layer for the video (L = 1), so that each user has

enough cache capacity, and any two devices can connect to

each other. In other words, each user can cache all video

data,
∑m

j=1

∑L
l=1 ejl ≤ Ci. Therefore, constraints (2),(4),(6),

and (7) can be removed from this special case of the JVCT

problem. Since the optimization problem is transformed to a

maximum optimization problem, constraint (5) can be written

as
∑n

i=0 y
jl
ik = 1. Let p′ik = pkjl(

ejl
r0k
− ejl

rik
), and y′ik = yjlik,

the special case of the JVCT problem can be transformed as

max
Y

n∑
i=0

n∑
k=1

p′iky
′
ik

s.t.

n∑
k=1

riky
′
ik ≤ Bi, ∀i

n∑
i=0

y′ik = 1, ∀k

y′ik ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i, k.
We can construct n+ 1 kinds of items, a0 through an and

n kinds of bins b1 through bn. Each bin bi is associated with

a budget Bi. For Bin bi, each item ak has a profit p′ik and a

weight rik. For each bin bi the total weight of assigned items

is at most Bi. The solution profit is the sum of profits for



each item-bin assignment. The goal is to find a maximum-

profit feasible solution, which is an assignment of items to

bins. This problem is equivalent to the general assignment

problem [15], which is known to be NP-hard. Therefore, we

find a reduction from the general assignment problem to a

special case of the JVCT problem, which shows that solving

the JVCT problem is NP-Hard.

IV. SOLUTION OF THE JVCT PROBLEM

Since solving the JVCT problem is NP-hard, it is not

feasible to find the optimal solution in polynomial time.

Therefore, we seek to find an effective heuristic solution in

polynomial time.

We propose an efficient two-stage heuristic solution. In

the first stage, the cache placement algorithm generates the

caching decision based on user demand for the videos. Based

on the caching decision of the first stage, the transmission

scheduling algorithm uses the updated linear programming

formulation to decide the transmission schedule. The main idea

of the first stage is based on relaxation of the integer linear

programming formulated in Section. III. Firstly, the integer

constraints (7) and (8) are replaced by

0 ≤ xijl ≤ 1, ∀i, j, l
0 ≤ yjlik ≤ 1, ∀i, j, l, ∀uk ∈ N(ui).

The relaxation of the integer linear programming with

constraints (7) and (8) is a linear programming, which can

be solved by standard linear optimization techniques in poly-

nomial time. However, since the solution obtained by linear

programming violates constraints (7) and (8) of the original

problem, it is not a feasible solution of the original problem.

Therefore, given the output of the relaxation problem, we

propose a greedy bounded algorithm in order to get a feasible

solution of the original problem. We refer to the proposed

algorithm as the cache placement algorithm, where the details

are presented as in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Cache Placement Algorithm

1: for ∀i, j, l do
2: Initialize xijl ← 0;

3: end for
4: Obtain x̃ijl and ỹjlik by solving the relaxed linear program-

ming problem with standard methods;

5: for ∀i, j, l do
6: αijl ←

∑n
k=1 pkjlỹ

jl
ik(

ejl
r0k
− ejl

rik
);

7: end for
8: Initialize ci ← Ci for each user ui;

9: Sort all variables x̃ijl in decreasing order of αijl;

10: for each x̃ijl in sorted order do
11: if ci ≥ ejl then
12: xijl ← 1;

13: ci ← ci − ejl;
14: end if
15: end for

Suppose that x̃ijl, ỹ
jl
ik is the result obtained by solving the

linear programming problem. Define the cost αijl of variable

xijl to measure the effect on download time by caching lth

layer of vj at ui, αijl =
∑n

k=1 pkjlỹ
jl
ik(

ejl
r0k

− ejl
rik

). If the

cost is larger, then it has a great impact on the optimization

objective function. Therefore, we first sort αijl in descending

order, and then assign the corresponding xijl = 1 unless the

caching capacity constraint is violated. The process continues

until all sorted caching variables have been investigated, which

results in a feasible solution of the caching decision. At the

end of the above cache placement algorithm, we can easily

check that xijl is a feasible solution of the original problem:

after the algorithm is completed, for each device ui, the total

size of cached data cannot be larger than the cache capacity

of ui. In addition, xijk is either 0 or 1, which satisfies the

constraint (7). The computational complexity of the cache

placement algorithm is O(n2m2L2), since the main step of

this algorithm is solving the relaxed linear programming and

the sorting operation.

Although we can also obtain ỹjlik from Algorithm 1, we do

not use ỹjlik in the second stage, because ỹjlik is obtained when

we set all xijl = 0 initially. The main idea of the second

stage is that taking the caching decision result obtained from

the placement algorithm as input, and obtaining a feasible

transmission scheduling strategy can serve the requesting users

with as many layers as possible. Initially, we set xijl as the

output of Algorithm 1, and then we solve the above relaxed

linear programming problem based on the caching solution

xijl, obtaining the output ŷjlki. The resulting fractional solution

is then greedily rounded to obtain a feasible transmission

scheduling solution. In the rounding procedure, we try not to

violate the transmission bandwidth constraint (3) and layering

constraint (6). The algorithm is summarized in detail as shown

in Algorithm 2.

To fully utilize the transmission bandwidth, we allocate the

transmission resources from the lowest layer to the highest

layer for all videos, and try to serve as many users as possible

under the bandwidth constraint for each layer. Note that we

define a new cost value βjl
ik of variable yjlik for transmission of

video vj layer l from user ui to user uk, which can be helpful

for decreasing the download time, βjl
ik = pkjl(

ejl
r0k
− ejl

rik
).

Similar to the cache placement stage, we sort all variables

ŷjlik in descending order of βjl
ik, and assign yjlki = 1 as long

as the bandwidth and layering constraint are satisfied, and 0
otherwise. The residual resources are updated, and the process

continues until all variables are assigned, which results in

a feasible transmission schedule solution. The computation-

al complexity of the transmission scheduling algorithm is

O(n2m2L2).

V. SIMULATIONS

In the following, we will conduct several simulations to

show the performance of our proposed joint caching and

transmission schedule scheme, where we use the average

download time experienced by all users as a metric.



Algorithm 2 Transmission Scheduling Algorithm

1: for ∀i, j, l do
2: Initialize xijl as the output of Algorithm 1;

3: end for
4: Obtain ŷjlki by solving the relaxed linear programming

problem with standard methods;

5: for ∀i, k, j, l do
6: βjl

ik ← pkjl(
ejl
r0k
− ejl

rik
);

7: bi ← Bi;

8: end for
9: for l← 1 to L do

10: for ∀i, k, j do
11: Sort all variables ŷjlik in decreasing order of βjl

ik;

12: end for
13: for each ŷjlik in sorted order do
14: if bi ≥ rik then
15: if yj(l−1)

ik = 1 or l = 1 then
16: yjlik ← 1;

17: bi ← bi − rik;

18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for

We compare our proposed scheme with the following

schemes 1) optimal dual-solution based caching algorithm for

D2D caching [16], where the content request can be fulfilled

by other users via D2D links, and 2) cooperative layered video

caching [13], which also considers caching for SVC video

in content delivery networks. We use a randomly generated

wireless D2D network environment for evaluation, and the

parameter settings of the simulation are summarized in Table

I.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Value Range Default
Number of users 50− 200 100

Number of videos 20− 200 100
Number of video layers 2− 8 5

Size of video 50 MB−1 GB 500 MB
Cache capacity of user device 200 MB−2 GB 1 GB

User upload capacity 100 ∼ 1000 Mbps 200 Mbps
Download rate from other user device 2− 10 Mbps 5 Mbps

Request shape parameter θ 0− 1 0.6

Each user has a cache capacity Ci, uniformly generated over

[200, 2000] (MB), and upload capacity Bi uniformly generated

over [100, 1000] (Mbps). The number of available videos is

set to 500, with popularity following a Zipf distribution with

default parameter θ = 0.6. The size of each video is generated

uniformly over [50, 1000] (MB), and the download rate is

generated uniformly over [2, 10] (Mbps). The download rate

from the base station is set to be 1 Mbps. Each video has

L = 5 layers, and the probability of layers requested by users

follows a uniform distribution among the L layers.

First, let us examine the average download time with dif-

ferent value of the shape parameter θ in the Zipf distribution.

From Fig. 2(a), we observe that when θ increases, the average

download time decreases for all three caching schemes. The

reason is that, when θ increases, there exist some videos with

high popularity, and then downloading these videos in every

user cache will be more effective. Fig. 2(a) also shows that,

with increasing θ, the difference between the performance

among the three schemes becomes smaller. This is because

when θ is large, the output of all three caching schemes will

be caching the most popular videos, thus all provide the similar

benefits.

In Fig. 2(b) , we compare the average download time when

the cache capacity of users varies. From Fig. 2(b) we can find

that, if the user cache capacity becomes larger, then the average

download time decreases for all threes schemes since more

video content can be cached in user devices. When the cache

capability of users is small, the gap between using and not

using layered-video-based caching increases, because a lay-

ered video based cache can serve more users with higher QoE

when data are congested with limited transmission bandwidth.

Moreover, the joint transmission and layered caching scheme

results in the lowest average download time, because a proper

transmission schedule can fetch more layers from other users

rather than from the base station.
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Fig. 2. Average dealy versus request shape parameter θ or cache size.



Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) show the average download time

versus the number of users and the upload capacity, respec-

tively. In Fig. 3(a), it is observed that the average download

time increases with the increase of the number of users for

all the three schemes. The reason is that the communication

bandwidth capacity are limited in this area and shared by all

users, and more users competing for the constrained resources

will result in larger download time. Fig. 3(b), we compare

the average download time when the user upload capacity

varies. As expected, the average download time decreases with

increasing of user upload capacity for the three schemes, and

the reason is that each user can serve more video requests

with larger upload capacity. It is observed that the average

download time of our proposed scheme is significantly lower

than that of the other two schemes, and this performance gain

comes mainly from the cooperative layered caching for users

and the transmission optimization on layered video in our

scheme.
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Fig. 3. Average dealy versus number of users or user upload capacity.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the joint caching and trans-

mission strategy for reducing the average download time of

SVC videos over wireless D2D networks. We have formulated

the joint caching and transmission scheduling as an integer

linear optimization problem, given the distribution of video

popularity along with caching and bandwidth constraints. We

prove that finding the optimal solution is NP-hard, and derive a

heuristic solution based on a two-stage relaxed linear program-

ming based algorithm. The proposed algorithm determines the

cache configuration details of each video and the transmission

strategy. Simulation results indicate that with our proposed

joint caching and transmission scheme, significant caching

gain in terms of the average download time can be obtained

in wireless D2D networks.
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